Prius gear b

My son just rented a Prius and was given no instructions on the use of this car. He says there is
a "B" on the gearshift along with the gears he expected to see. Can someone tell me what this
is? I'm somewhat surprised that they didn't at least hand him the valet card. Then again, when I
last rented a Prius, they didn't give me any info, but I had specifically requested a Prius when
renting Rather than reading through the whole owner's manual, if they included it, I'd suggest
looking through the owner-generated User's Guide, which is much shorter and easier to read:.
The "B gear" is most closely related to a jake brake on a truck. B is similar to a Low gear in a
regular automatic. The B gear forces the gasoline engine to spin to bleed off some excess
energy and to help slow you down. B is for engine "Braking" and no, it does NOT mean "battery.
If the newer hatchback style of Prius, note that the use of the "B gear" will cancel cruise control
if you have it turned on. And to answer your question I wouldn't care if a guy was driving a
Volkswagen. If your driving a Prius I pat you on the back for being economically friendly. B is
for engine braking. In normal driving conditions, B prevents you from using cruise control.
Occassionally I have bumped the shifter into B. You can shift while driving back into D. Engine
braking. Unless he is renting this car for long-term use, it is probably not something he really
needs to bother worrying about using. Trending News. For Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at
this point. Gerard Depardieu charged with rape, sex assault in Paris. COVID pushes some with
eating disorders to get help. FOMO trend is fueling a homebuying surge. Official on Woods:
He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. Poll: Partisan divide over vaccine acceptance grows. State tax
changes could mean bigger refunds for some. Britney Spears defended by former child star.
Obama, Mickelson wish Tiger well after crash. Answer Save. Toyota Prius Shifter. For most
driving, you should stay in the conventional "D gear" drive. This Site Might Help You. How do
you think about the answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. How does the Toyota Prius
recharge the battery. Susan Lv 4. Hope this helps. Show more answers 1. Still have questions?
Get your answers by asking now. I accidentally drove my Prius at B gear at freeway speeds for a
few minutes. I noticed it after the burning tire kind of smell and switched to D right away. The
car seems to be driving fine now and I don't see a warning light but is it possible that I damaged
something? Is there anything I can check to make sure that everything is alright? Thanks
Johan. JMD likes this. Check your parking brake to make sure it is released. For flat highway
conditions where you never completely release the gas pedal, it may not even hurt MPG by any
noticeable amount. But in the absence of long downhill grades that would fill up the traction
battery and get the friction brakes hot, 'B' is of little use. Johan you're car is ruined. I'll give you
ten bucks for it and take it off your hands. Best you apply that money to a new purchase. JE
Sukara Junior Member. Thanks for the replies guys. I drove downhill on a long mountain road
for 15 minutes which connects to the freeway. I don't recall switching to B at any point, but as I
started speeding on the freeway I felt like I was driving on a lower gear in a manual car and then
I saw that I was driving in B. JE Sukara - When using the cruise control, the car tries to maintain
the speed you set, so when going downhill it will automatically use rather agressive
regenerative braking to slow the car down. The result is exactly the same as stepping on the
brake to maintain a downhill speed. With cruise control disengaged, there will be only a small
amount of regenerative braking when going downhill unless you step on the brake yourself. So,
I typically engage cruise control before I start down a hill and let the car do the work with little
concentration on my part. Of course, when the traction battery fills up from regenerative
braking, the only other options it has is regular braking from you stepping on the brake pedal or
engine braking by either you or the cruise control putting the transmission into "B". It was
obvious that the little engine was really screaming. Once the hill flattened out, the car
automatically went back to normal no engine braking without any action on my part. Once the
hill flattened out, the car went back to normal and definitely was not in "B" anymore. JE Sukara
likes this. Good read on driving tricks and B Mode. Drafty01 Junior Member. I thought it was "B"
for engine braking, as I use this mode when descending hills when the battery is full. The
engine speeds up quite a bit. Hi Uart, Thanks for that explanation. These are things that aren't
really in the manual either I suspect. SocioSam New Member. It recommends using gear "B" for
hilly areas and suggested using it both going up and down. Does that make sense? And do we
leave it on cruise when in hilly areas? JimboPalmer Tsar of all the Rushers. B mode has no
effect unless you are braking, so it is harmless going uphill. B is the same as D when you're
pressing the gas, so it doesn't really matter if you leave it in B going up hill. I don't know about
the Gen3, but my Gen2 doesn't allow criuse in B. You must log in or sign up to post here. Show
Ignored Content. Similar Threads - gear. Replies: 10 Views: Prius starts moving when first
placed into gear with foot on the brake 90miler , Nov 29, , in forum: Gen 2 Prius Care,
Maintenance and Troubleshooting. Replies: 1 Views: Replies: 7 Views: Rennie Sep 1, Replies: 8
Views: Revved very high at constant 65mph, now won't go into gear. Replies: 14 Views: 1,
ChapmanF Jul 31, Share This Page. Your name or email address: Do you already have an

account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? The Toyota
Prius has a lot of features that make it a popular auto purchase choice. These include running
less fuel, being eligible for tax breaks, and the model sometimes gets special parking privileges
in certain states due to its hybrid status. Some Toyota Priuses use a key to start the engine, but
many of these models are keyless in nature. If your Prius is keyless, however, you will need to
follow a different method. Step 1: Push the start button. This will start the engine, and a red light
will illuminate on the button you pressed. The Toyota Prius is designed not to start when your
foot is off the brake, to prevent you from starting the car and immediately hurtling forward or
backward, putting you at risk of a collision. Step 1: Push down the parking brake. If the parking
brake is engaged because the Prius is parked on an incline, depress the parking brake to
release it. Put the Prius in the gear you need by manually moving the joy-stick style shifter
toward the appropriate letter, which represents a particular gear. To reach these gears, move
the handle to the left for Neutral and then up for Reverse or down for Drive. Once you start your
Prius and have it in the gear you need, it drives in the same manner as a regular car. You press
the accelerator pedal to go faster and the brake to stop. In order to turn your vehicle right or left,
you simply turn the steering wheel. Refer to the dashboard to see your speed, fuel levels, and
other helpful information to aid you in making navigation decisions. Once you have reached
your final destination, putting your Prius in park is a lot like starting it. Step 1: Turn your blinker
on when you near an empty parking space. Step 2: Lightly press the brake pedal to slow the car
as you steer into the space. Back your Prius into the open parking space slowly and make any
adjustments necessary to straighten the car to where it is parallel with the curb. Step 3: Fully
depress the brake pedal to come to a stop. This stops the engine and places it in Park, which
allows you to safely get out of your car. With it properly parked, your Prius stays securely in
that spot until you are ready to drive it again. Parking a Prius in a standard parking space is not
much different than parking any other vehicle. When it comes to parallel parking, however, the
Prius offers tools to make this task easier, although you are not required to use them. Intelligent
Parking Assist, however, takes all the guesswork out of the often challenging job of parallel
parking and is generally deemed safer than manual attempts at the task. Step 1: Turn your
blinker on as you approach a free parallel parking spot. This lets any other drivers behind you
know that you intend to park, so they can allow you the room you need to maneuver into the
open parking space. Step 2: Engage the Intelligent Parking Assist feature. This turns on the
Intelligent Parking Assist feature. Step 3: Look at the screen in the center of your dashboard to
verify the parking spot you see is large enough to park your Prius. Viable parallel parking
spaces are marked with a blue rectangle to indicate the are both empty and large enough to
accommodate your car. Step 4: Follow the instructions on the screen in the center of your Prius
dashboard. The screen will display instructions about how far to pull up past the parking space,
when to stop, and other essential information to safely park your car. You will not need to
operate the steering wheel because the program does the steering for you. This stops the
engine and puts its gear in Park, so you can exit your Prius. As a new Prius driver, there is a bit
of a learning curve to its proper operation. Fortunately, that curve is not steep, and it does not
take long to get the basic operation of a Prius down. If you have any hesitation, however, take
some time to watch some instructional videos , ask a Prius dealer or certified mechanic to show
you what to do. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics,
brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary
parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online
quotes for your car repair. Part 1 of 5: Start the ignition Some Toyota Priuses use a key to start
the engine, but many of these models are keyless in nature. Part 2 of 5: Put the Prius in the
appropriate gear Step 1: Push down the parking brake. The only time a Prius driver should use
Engine Brake Mode is when traveling down a steep incline, such as down a mountain, and there
is a risk of the brakes overheating and failing. Part 3 of 5: Drive it like a regular car Once you
start your Prius and have it in the gear you need, it drives in the same manner as a regular car.
Part 4 of 5: Park your Prius Once you have reached your final destination, putting your Prius in
park is a lot like starting it. Part 5 of 5: Parallel park your Prius Parking a Prius in a standard
parking space is not much different than parking any other vehicle. Tip : If your Prius is
equipped with Self Park instead of Intelligent Parking Assist, simply engage the Self Park
feature, and it will park your car for you with no further effort on your part. Home Articles. The
statements expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be independently
verified. Please see our terms of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings.
YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles. Need Help With Your Car? Related articles. The
Top 5 Selling Cars in Connecticut in Connecticut Connecticut offers plenty of rain and its fair
share of snow during the winter months, which means drivers need vehicles that can handle
these conditions. Top selling vehicles in previous years have included the Toyota Camry,

Corolla and the Read more. The Honda Accord and Toyota Camry have been the best-selling
cars for 20 years due to their quality and reliability. Find out which is best for you. How to Turn
Left Safely Driving Driving your vehicle can present dangerous situations, such as when turning
left against oncoming traffic. Fortunately
corolla 1994
chrysler town and country heater not working
nissan quest images
, modern vehicles come with turn signals to notify the drivers around you of your intent to turn.
Traffic lights and signs also make Related questions Starting malfunction and rough idling The
two codes only mean the engine is not staying running above RPMs for longer than 5 seconds
without stalling and the ignition was not turned off. After looking at the pinpoint tests for both of
these codes, I Car will not unlock driver side door on its own. You will need to have the drivers
door panel removed. From there you'll be able to identify and replace the broken latch or lock
actuator assembly as necessary. Since you have been pulling and yanking on the rods with the
How do I view the average vehicle speed? The average vehicle speed feature is displayed on the
multi-information display, and shows you the average speed that your vehicle has been moving
at since the last reset. To view the average vehicle speed, press the display button on the
Browse other content. How can we help? Read FAQ.

